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Stable Isotope Labeling by Amino Acids in Cell
Culture (SILAC) and Proteome Quantitation of
Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells to a Depth of
5,111 Proteins*□
S
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Markus Moser‡‡, Chanchal Kumar‡, Jürgen Cox‡, Hans Schöler储, and
Matthias Mann‡§§
Embryonic stem (ES) cells are pluripotent cells isolated
from mammalian preimplantation embryos. They are capable of differentiating into all cell types and therefore
hold great promise in regenerative medicine. Here we
show that murine ES cells can be fully SILAC (stable
isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture)-labeled
when grown feeder-free during the last phase of cell culture. We fractionated the SILAC-labeled ES cell proteome
by one-dimensional gel electrophoresis and by isoelectric
focusing of peptides. High resolution analysis on a linear
ion trap-orbitrap instrument (LTQ-Orbitrap) at sub-ppm
mass accuracy resulted in confident identification and
quantitation of more than 5,000 distinct proteins. This is
the largest quantified proteome reported to date and contains prominent stem cell markers such as OCT4, NANOG,
SOX2, and UTF1 along with the embryonic form of RAS
(ERAS). We also quantified the proportion of the ES cell
proteome present in cytosolic, nucleoplasmic, and membrane/chromatin fractions. We compared two different
preparation approaches, cell fractionation followed by
one-dimensional gel separation and in-solution digestion
of total cell lysate combined with isoelectric focusing, and
found comparable proteome coverage with no apparent
bias for any functional protein classes for either approach. Bioinformatics analysis of the ES cell proteome
revealed a broad distribution of cellular functions with
overrepresentation of proteins involved in proliferation.
We compared the proteome with a recently published
map of chromatin states of promoters in ES cells and
found excellent correlation between protein expression
and the presence of active and repressive chromatin marks.
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Because of their pluripotency and potentially unlimited capacity of self-renewal as well as developmental inducibility,
embryonic stem (ES)1 cells hold great promise both as model
systems in developmental biology and for regenerative medicine (1). ES cells pose a plethora of scientific questions.
These range from which factors enable this cell type to retain
“stemness” (the undifferentiated and pluripotent state) to the
mechanisms of differentiation into various cell and tissue
types. Although traditional candidate gene approaches have
provided detailed insight into many of these areas, technologies characterizing the cell type as a whole and comparing it
with others have the potential to provide an unbiased, “systems-level” view and to uncover unanticipated aspects of ES
cell biology.
A rich body of literature describes global stem cell characterization at the level of the transcriptome (2, 3), and more
recently several studies on the global chromatin state of ES
cells were added to that arsenal (see for example, Ref. 4).
However, regulation of chromatin state and transcript abundance represent only two aspects of the realization of any
cellular process. Studies centering on them alone implicitly
disregard the influences of translational and post-translational
regulation of protein levels and activity, such as proteolysis
and covalent modifications. For this reason, it is important to
complement other large scale approaches with proteomics
analysis. The technology of MS-based proteomics has become increasingly powerful in many areas of protein-based
research (5), and very recently, proteome-wide quantitation
has been demonstrated (6). However, proteomics methods
applied to the embryonic stem cell field have not yet used
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of RAS; MEF, mouse embryonic fibroblast; BMP4, bone morphogenic
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these recent developments and have had much reduced
depth when compared with cDNA-based microarray studies
(7). The most extensive studies of the proteome of mouse ES
cells feature 1,790 (8) and 1,775 (9) identified proteins, and
there is one study identifying 1,532 proteins in murine and
human ES cells (9). These experiments were non-quantitative,
rendering differential analysis impossible. The only exception
(9) used peptide counting, a method suitable for highlighting
large scale changes in protein abundance but not appropriate
for determining accurate quantitative changes on a protein by
protein basis. This is especially true for low abundance-level,
regulatory proteins. Methods using stable isotopes provide
more accurate quantitation (10). Among these techniques metabolic labeling would be especially attractive because it eliminates error-prone parallel steps in protein purification protocols.
However, metabolic labeling methods have so far mainly been
used with transformed cell lines, and labeling of ES cells, a cell
type that is difficult to culture, has not yet been demonstrated.
We show here that complete metabolic labeling of murine
embryonic stem cells using stable isotope labeling by amino
acids in cell culture (SILAC (11, 12)) is feasible. Here we used
SILAC-labeled ES cells to achieve increased confidence of
peptide identification and to construct an initial high quality
reference proteome of 5,111 proteins. In addition to other low
abundance protein classes such as transcription factors and
kinases, this proteome contains well documented stem cell
markers, which suggests that the SILAC-labeled cells retain
stemness. We also quantified compartmental distribution of
the stem cell proteome, and we compared the combination of
isoelectric focusing of peptides from in-solution digest with
the established in-gel procedure. Bioinformatics analysis of
this large and high confidence ES cell proteome revealed
overall features of this cell type, including its strong proliferative character.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Culture of Embryonic Stem Cells—The mouse embryonic stem cell
lines G-olig2 (13) and R1 were cultured as adherent cells on mouse
embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) mitotically inactivated either by irradiation at 3,000 rads or mitomycin C. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (Invitrogen) devoid of arginine and lysine was supplemented
with 15 or 20% fetal bovine serum dialyzed with a cutoff of 10 kDa
(Invitrogen, 26400-044); 3.5 mg/ml glucose (to a final concentration of
4.5 mg/ml); 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids without arginine, lysine,
and proline; 100 units/ml penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen, 115140122); 2 mM Glutamax (Invitrogen, 35050-038); 100 ␤-mercaptoethanol
(Sigma, M7522); and 1,000 units/ml leukemia inhibitory factor (Chemicon, ESG1107). The medium was replaced every day, and cells were
split every 2nd day.
For labeling, arginine and lysine were added in either light (Arg0,
Sigma, A5006; Lys0, Sigma, L5501) or heavy (Arg10, Cambridge
Isotope Laboratories, CNLM-539; Lys8, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories CNLM-291) form to a concentration of 28 g/ml for arginine
and 49 g/ml for lysine (Arg0/Lys0: arginine and lysine with normal
“light” carbons (12C) and nitrogens (14N); Arg10/Lys8: arginine and
lysine derivatives with “heavy” carbons (13C) and nitrogens (15N)).
Cells were tested for full incorporation of the label after five passages.

ES cells were either harvested after twice settling for 30 min to
separate them from feeder cells or after feeder-free culture on plates
coated with 0.1% gelatin for three of the five passages. In the latter
case the medium was supplemented with 25 ng/ml recombinant
human bone morphogenic protein 4 (BMP4; PeproTech, 120-05).
Cell Lysis and In-solution Digest—To determine the incorporation rate
of heavy amino acids, cell pellets were resuspended in cold lysis buffer
(1% N-octyl glucoside, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM
EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), EDTA-free Complete protease inhibitor
mixture (Roche Applied Science, 11836153001)) and incubated for 10
min on ice. The lysate was then cleared by centrifugation.
Proteins were methanol/chloroform-precipitated (14) and resuspended in 1 pellet volume of 6 M urea, 2 M thiourea in 10 mM Hepes
(pH 8.0). After reduction and alkylation with 1 mM DTT and 5.5 mM
iodoacetamide, proteins were digested with 5 g of Lys-C (Wako
Chemicals, 129-02541) for 3 h at room temperature. Prior to digestion
with 5 g of trypsin (Promega, V511C) for 12 h at room temperature
the urea/thiourea concentration was reduced to 2 M by dilution with
10 mM ammonium bicarbonate. The reaction was stopped by acidifying with trifluoroacetic acid to a pH lower than 2.5. Each sample was
loaded on C18 StageTips (15).
Subcellular Fractionation and In-gel Digest—Feeder-free cultured
ES cells were mixed 1:1 heavy and light to obtain a cell pellet of
approximately 60-l volume. This pellet was subjected to a subcellular fractionation protocol modified according to Dignam et al. (16).
The pellet was resuspended and incubated for 10 min in ice-cold
buffer containing 10 mM Hepes-KOH (pH 7.9), 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM
KCl, 0.2% N-octyl glucoside, and EDTA-free Complete protease inhibitor mixture (Roche Applied Science, 11836153001). The suspension was homogenized in a 0.1 ml Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer
(Neolab, 9-0905). The supernatant containing predominantly cytoplasmic proteins was collected after 15-min centrifugation at 400 ⫻ g
at 4 °C. The remaining pellet was washed in ice-cold PBS, resuspended in cold buffer containing 420 mM NaCl, 20 mM Hepes-KOH
(pH 7.9), 20% glycerol, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.1% N-octyl
glucoside, 0.5 mM DTT, and EDTA-free Complete protease inhibitory
mixture and incubated on ice for 1 h. The supernatant containing
predominantly nucleoplasmic proteins was collected after 15-min
centrifugation at 18,000 ⫻ g at 4 °C. The chromatin/membrane-containing pellet was resuspended in cold PBS supplemented with 600
mM NaCl, 1% N-octyl glucoside, and 125 units of Benzonase (Novagen, 70746); incubated for 30 min in an ultrasonic bath; and centrifuged for 15 min at 18,000 ⫻ g at 4 °C. Chromatin/membrane proteins
were collected with the supernatant.
300 g of protein of each fraction were separated on a 4 –12%
NuPage Novex bis-Tris gel (Invitrogen, NP0321) in three lanes each
and stained using the Colloidal Blue Staining kit (Invitrogen, LC6025)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The gel was cut into 15
slices containing approximately the same protein amount, and slices
from the three identical gel lanes were pooled. The in-gel digest was
performed according to Shevchenko et al. (17) with minor modifications. Each sample was loaded on C18 StageTips (15).
Isoelectric Focusing—ES cells were cultured under feeder-free
conditions (during the last three passages) in media containing either
the light or heavy version of arginine and lysine, mixed 1:1, and
in-solution digested as described above. Peptides obtained from the
digestion of 250 g of protein were focused using the Agilent 3100
OFFGEL Fractionator (Agilent, G3100AA) and the 3100 OFFGEL High
Res kit, pH 3–10 (Agilent, 5188-6424) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Peptides were focused for 50 kV-h at a maximum current
of 50 A and maximum power of 200 milliwatts. Peptide fractions
were acidified by adding 10% of a solution containing 30% acetonitrile, 10% trifluoroacetic acid, and 5% acetic acid prior to using
StageTips and MS analysis.
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LC-MS/MS—Peptides were twice eluted from StageTips using 20
l of 80% acetonitrile, 0.5% acetic acid; the volume was reduced to
5 l in the SpeedVac, and the peptides were acidified with 5 l of 2%
acetonitrile, 1% trifluoroacetic acid.
All LC-MS/MS experiments were performed essentially as described previously (18). Briefly peptides were separated using an
Agilent 1200 nanoflow LC system consisting of a solvent degasser, a
nanoflow pump, and a thermostated microautosampler. 5 l of sample were loaded with constant flow of 500 nl/min onto a 15-cm fused
silica emitter with an inner diameter of 75 m (Proxeon Biosystems)
packed in-house with reverse-phase ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ 3-m resin
(Dr. Maisch GmbH). Peptides were eluted with a segmented gradient
of 10 – 60% solvent B over 105 min with a constant flow of 200 nl/min.
The HPLC system was coupled to an LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) via a nanoscale LC interface (Proxeon
Biosystems). The spray voltage was set to 2.3 kV, and the temperature of the heated capillary was set to 180 °C. Survey full-scan MS
spectra (m/z 300 –1700) were acquired in the orbitrap with a resolution
of 60,000 at m/z 400 after accumulation of 1,000,000 ions. The five
most intense ions from the preview survey scan delivered by the
orbitrap were sequenced by collision-induced dissociation (normalized collision energy, 40%) in the LTQ after accumulation of 5,000
ions concurrently to full-scan acquisition in the orbitrap. Maximal
filling times were 1,000 ms for the full scans and 150 ms for the
MS/MS scans. Precursor ion charge state screening was enabled,
and all unassigned charge states as well as singly charged species
were rejected. The dynamic exclusion list was restricted to a maximum of 500 entries with a maximum retention period of 180 s and a
relative mass window of 15 ppm. The lock mass option was enabled
for survey scans to improve mass accuracy (19). Data were acquired
using the Xcalibur software. The raw data will be made available to
interested parties upon request.
Bioinformatics Analysis—Mass spectra were analyzed using the
in-house developed software MaxQuant (version 1.0.4.11) (20), which
performs peak list generation, SILAC- and extracted ion currentbased quantitation, false positive rate (21) determination based on
search engine results, peptide to protein group assembly, and data
filtration and presentation. The data were searched against the mouse
International Protein Index protein sequence database (IPI version
3.24 (22)) supplemented with frequently observed contaminants (porcine trypsin, Achromobacter lyticus lysyl endopeptidase, and human
keratins; a total of 52,355 forward entries) and concatenated with
reversed copies of all sequences (23, 24) using Mascot (version
2.1.04, Matrix Science (25)). Enzyme specificity was set to trypsin,
allowing for cleavage N-terminal to proline and between aspartic acid
and proline (18). Carbamidomethylcysteine was set as a fixed modification, and oxidized methionine, N-acetylation, and loss of ammonia
from N-terminal glutamine were set as variable modifications. Spectra
determined to result from heavy labeled peptides by presearch MaxQuant analysis were searched with the additional fixed modifications
Arg10 and Lys8, whereas spectra with a SILAC state not determinable
a priori were searched with Arg10 and Lys8 as additional variable
modifications. Maximum allowed mass deviation (26) was set initially
to 5 ppm for monoisotopic precursor ions and 0.5 Da for MS/MS
peaks. A maximum of three missed cleavages and three labeled
amino acids (arginine and lysine) were allowed. The required false
positive rate was set to 5% at the peptide level, the required false
discovery rate was set to 1% at the protein level, and the minimum
required peptide length was set to 6 amino acids. False positive rates
for peptides are calculated by recording Mascot score and peptide
sequence length-dependent histograms of forward and reverse hits
separately and then, using Bayes’ theorem, deriving the probability of
a false identification for a given top scoring peptide. The cutoff used
on the peptide level ensures that the worst identified peptide has a
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probability of 0.05 of being false. Proteins are then sorted by the
product of the false positive rates of the contained peptides where
only peptides with distinct sequences are taken into account. Proteins are successively included starting with the best identified ones
until a false discovery rate of 1% is reached, which is estimated based
on the fraction of reverse protein hits. If the identified peptide sequence set of one protein was equal to or contained the peptide set
of another protein, these two proteins were grouped together by
MaxQuant and not counted as independent protein hits. On top of the
protein false discovery rate threshold, proteins were considered identified with at least two peptides (thereof one uniquely assignable to
the respective sequence) and quantified if at least one MaxQuantquantifiable SILAC pair was associated with them. No outliers are
removed due to the use of robust statistics (median instead of average of the peptides). Significance of protein ratios is determined in
two alternative ways. To obtain a robust and asymmetrical estimate of
the standard deviation of the main distribution we calculate the 15.87,
50, and 84.13 percentiles r⫺1, r0, and r1 (corresponding to 1  in each
direction from the mean). We define r1 ⫺ r0 and r0 ⫺ r⫺1 as the rightand left-sided robust standard deviations, respectively. For a normal
distribution, these would be equal to each other and to the conventional definition of a standard deviation. A suitable measure for a ratio
r ⬎ r0 of being significantly far away from the main distribution would
be the distance to r0 measured in terms of the right standard deviation
as follows.

z⫽

r ⫺ r0
r1 ⫺ r0

(Eq. 1)

This can be analogously defined for r ⬍ r0. To get a more intuitive,
probability-like quantity we calculate the value of the complementary
error function for the z above, which would for normally distributed
data correspond to the probability of obtaining a value this large or
larger by chance and call it significance A. For instance, a value of
0.0013 for significance A would indicate a distance of 3 standard
deviations from the center of the distribution.
Significance B uses the same strategy, but takes into account the
dependence of the distribution on the summed protein intensity. The
accuracy of a protein ratio is assessed by calculating the coefficient
of variability over all redundant quantifiable peptides.
To determine the quality of the subcellular fractionation, a list of all
identified proteins was created, containing the average normalized
signal intensity of the identified peptides (as calculated by MaxQuant)
in any of the three fractions (cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic, and chromatin/membrane). The resulting 4,041 protein hits were clustered
according to their signal intensity (0 –100%) in each of the fractions
using Genesis (27). The protein clusters were analyzed according to
their statistically overrepresented Gene Ontology (GO) categories
using BinGO (28), a Cytoscape (29) plug-in. The clusters were compared against a reference set of the complete mouse proteome, a list
of all IPI numbers (version 3.24), and their respective GO identifiers.
The GO annotations were extracted from the European Bioinformatics
Institute Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) Mouse 36.0 release containing 34,888 proteins. The analysis was done using the hypergeometric test. All GO terms with a p value ⬍0.001 were accepted after
correcting for multiple terms testing by the Benjamini and Hochberg
false discovery rate. The analysis was done for GO cellular compartment and GO biological function categories. The enrichment was
calculated according to Adachi et al. (30).
We used ProteinCenter (Proxeon Bioinformatics, Odense, Denmark), a proteomics data mining and management software, to compare the results of the two prefractionation methods, subcellular
fractionation in combination with SDS gel electrophoresis and isoelectric focusing. Further analysis and plotting were performed using
the R statistical computing and graphics environment (31).
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Comparison of the complete proteome with a recent microarray
analysis of ES cells by Hailesellasse Sene et al. (32) was carried out in
two steps. We first estimated the basal expression of the ES cell
transcriptome, and in a second step we mapped our proteome data
set onto the resulting transcriptome. The microarray experiments
were carried out with two different array types. We analyzed the
triplicates of each array type separately and calculated the MAS5
expression values using the “mas5” function implemented in the
“affy” package of the statistical and computational environment R
(31). For reporting the MAS5 present (P) versus absent calls we used
a p value cutoff of 0.01, the same as our proteome acceptance
stringency, rather than the usual 0.05.
The expression values were then converted to log2 scale and
z-transformed to facilitate the comparison of mRNA expression
across two array types. Subsequently the data for the MOE430A/B
arrays were combined into one set. A probe set was considered
expressed if it was present in two of three triplicates, i.e. a P call of
66%. Only 7,926 probe sets of a total of 45,265 met this criterion.
They in turn mapped to 5,490 unique Entrez gene IDs. For expression
comparison with the mRNA data set the protein intensity values were
also converted to log2 scale and z-transformed. Finally the overlap
between the mRNA (5,490 genes) and our proteome (4,948 genes)
data set was identified. This overlapping set was then used to calculate protein-mRNA expression correlation using the z-transformed
expression values for each entity.
RESULTS

SILAC of Embryonic Stem Cells—For the SILAC technology, cells are grown in the presence of light or heavy forms of
amino acids, such as arginine and lysine. Although there is no
indication that incorporation of a heavy amino acid has any
effect on cells, the SILAC procedure requires the use of
dialyzed serum to remove the natural amino acids already
present in the serum. In this process, low molecular weight
growth factors can also be removed, potentially interfering
with growth of susceptible cell types. Secondly ES cells are
usually grown on MEFs as “feeder cells” that provide an
environment for ES cells allowing them to remain in the undifferentiated state. In proteomics analysis these feeder cells
are undesirable because they could contaminate the ES cell
proteome.
We first tested whether mouse ES cells would grow in
SILAC medium using feeder cells or under feeder-free culturing conditions. We used two common mouse ES cell lines, R1
and G-Olig2 (13), which were derived from the former. Despite
the dialyzed serum used, neither of the two cell populations
deviated from their normal colony morphology (data not
shown).
As mentioned above, ES cells are traditionally cultured on
MEF feeder layers inactivated by irradiation or mitomycin C.
The feeder layer is renewed when passaging ES cells and may
represent a substantial source of unlabeled amino acids. To
evaluate this possibility, we grew G-Olig2 ES cells on feeders
in medium providing solely heavy arginine and lysine for five
passages. ES cells were separated from contaminating feeders via the significantly faster attachment rate of feeders. This
led to an ES cell population of 98% purity by visual inspection
through light microscopy. We then evaluated the relative en-

FIG. 1. Mouse ES cells are readily SILAC-labeled, but feeder
cells interfere with labeling efficiency. G-Olig2 embryonic stem
cells were grown for five passages with heavy arginine and lysine as
the sole source for the respective amino acids, lysed in modified RIPA
buffer, precipitated, digested in solution, and analyzed by LC-MS. A,
SILAC ES cell culture on feeder cells. The red line indicates a median
peptide enrichment ratio of 6.02 (83% labeling efficiency). B, SILAC
ES cell culture under feeder-free conditions. The mean enrichment
ratio (dashed line) was 36.30 (97% labeling efficiency).

richment of heavy labeled peptides by LC-MS of in-solution
digested whole cell extracts (Fig. 1A). The figure clearly shows
incomplete labeling with an average ratio between heavy and
light SILAC states of about 6 (83% of peptides in the heavy
state). The low labeling efficiency of 0.83 and the bimodal
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distribution of peptide ratios suggest that the sample is composed of partially labeled feeder cells and of fully labeled ES
cells. Likely even low contamination with feeders has a strong
contaminating effect because their diameter is approximately
twice that of ES cells.
In a second attempt to achieve complete SILAC labeling,
we then grew ES cells in BMP4-supported feeder-free culture
for three passages prior to harvest (33). As can be seen in Fig.
1B, this led to a unimodal distribution of high incorporation
ratios of heavy amino acids. The average labeling efficiency
after five passages was 97% showing that mouse ES cells
can be efficiently and completely SILAC-labeled.
Very recently, van Hoof et al. (34) reported high arginine to
proline conversion in a human ES cell line, and they proposed
a strategy to avoid quantitation errors potentially introduced
by this conversion. However, at our arginine concentrations
there was no strong arginine to proline conversion in these
cell lines.
Subcellular Proteomics of ES Cells—Having established the
compatibility of ES cell culture with SILAC, we set out to
acquire an initial deep proteome of murine embryonic stem
cells. To that end we sought to reduce the complexity of the
ES cell lysate by standard subcellular fractionation as described under “Experimental Procedures.” The three resulting
fractions, cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic, and chromatin/membrane fraction, were separated on a 1D SDS gel (Fig. 2A), and
the gel lanes were sliced into 15 gel blocks and subjected to
in-gel digest followed by LC-MS/MS (“GeLCMS”) analysis.
Mass spectrometric measurements were performed on an
LTQ-Orbitrap using 140-min gradients per fraction. Mass resolution was set to 60,000 at m/z 400, and average absolute
mass accuracy was 300 ppb (S.D. 300 ppb) due to the lock
mass option and estimation of mass centroids over the elution
peak (19, 20). Proteins were accepted for identification using
stringent criteria, including the requirement of identification by
two fully tryptic peptides (18) with at least one peptide unique
to the protein sequence and not shared with any other database entry. Overall protein false discovery rate was required
to be less than 1% (see “Experimental Procedures”). The
combined analysis of 45 gel slices resulted in the acquisition
of 516,649 tandem mass spectra, which yielded 35,963
unique peptide identifications and 4,036 distinct proteins.
These proteins mapped to 3,931 locations in the mouse genome (different Ensembl IDs). Identified peptides and proteins
are listed in supplemental Tables 2 and 3.
The overlap of protein identifications between the subcellular compartments was surprisingly high (Fig. 2B). More than
half of all proteins were identified in all three compartments,
and only 20% were found solely in one compartment. Visual
inspection of the subcellular fractionation, however, indicated
good separation. The histone bands, for example, appear to
be unique to the chromatin/membrane fraction (Fig. 2A). To
resolve this apparent discrepancy and to gain insight into the
subcellular distribution of the mouse ES cell proteome, we
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then quantified all peptide signals across the three fractions
whether they were sequenced or not. This was aided by the
very high peptide mass accuracy, which facilitated matching
of peptides between runs (20). In this way, we obtained the
percentage of protein present in each fraction, which we then
used for hierarchically clustering (Fig. 2C). Three major clusters emerged (labeled A, B, and C in the figure). GO enrichment analysis of cluster B revealed significant overrepresentation for membrane-bound organelle, mitochondria, nucleus,
nucleolus, and related terms (p ⬍ 10⫺21 for each category). As
can be seen in Fig. 2B, cluster B encompassed proteins
quantified as most abundant in the chromatin/membrane
fraction, unambiguously supporting the success of the cellular
fractionation. Likewise proteins from cluster C were by far
most abundant in the nucleoplasmic fraction, and this cluster
was overrepresented in nucleus, chromosome, nucleoplasm,
spliceosome, etc. (p ⬍ 10⫺15 for each category). Finally cluster A (most abundant in the cytosolic fraction) was overrepresented in cytoplasm and cytosol (p ⬍ 10⫺48). The complete
list of overrepresented GO terms for all clusters is shown in
supplemental Table 4, and the percent distribution of each
protein between subcellular fractions is shown in supplemental Table 3.
The above analysis shows that the subcellular fractionation
indeed performed as expected with cytosolic, nucleoplasmic,
and chromatin proteins most abundant in the appropriate
fractions. Nevertheless a small fraction of these proteins was
also found in the other compartments. Due to the high sensitivity of LC-MS/MS, for most proteins this is sufficient for
identification.
Analysis of the ES Proteome by Isoelectric Focusing of
Peptides—In two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, proteins
are first separated according to their isoelectric point using
IPG strips (35). In principle, peptides can also be separated on
these strips. In a recently introduced commercial instrument,
the OFFGEL Fractionator (Agilent), the IPG strip connects 24
solvent-filled reservoirs. During isoelectric focusing peptides
migrate to the appropriate reservoir and can easily be retrieved from solution (36, 37). Here we wanted to evaluate this
relatively new technology for large scale proteome analysis
and to complement our 1D gel-based method with a completely different separation approach.
We applied in-solution digested whole ES cell extract to the
instrument and separated peptides for 50 kV-h. Each of the 24
resulting peptide fractions was cleaned up on StageTips (15)
and analyzed by standard on-line HPLC-MS/MS (see “Experimental Procedures”). From the 264,372 tandem mass spectra acquired, we identified a total of 27,362 unique peptides
with an average absolute mass accuracy of 559 ppb (S.D. 476
ppb) using the same stringency as described above for the
GeLCMS analysis (supplemental Table 6). This yielded 3,972
proteins, which mapped to 3,892 different Ensembl entries
(supplemental Table 7).
OFFGEL analysis identified almost the same number of
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FIG. 2. Subcellular fractionation of
G-Olig2 ES cells. A, Coomassie-stained
gel of subcellular fractions; note the separation of histones. B, Venn diagram
representing how subcellular fractions
contribute to total protein identifications.
C, clustering of protein groups retrieved
according to their total peptide signal
(normalized extracted ion current). The
clustered groups are labeled by letters
(A–F) according to visual inspection: 1,
cytoplasmic fraction; 2, nucleoplasmic
fraction; 3, chromatin/membrane fraction. See text for proteins overrepresented in clusters A, B, and C.

proteins as the GeLCMS analysis combined with subcellular
fractionation (3,972 versus 4,036). This is intriguing because
the OFFGEL approach involved less sample preparation and
only about half the mass spectrometric analysis time (24
compared with 45 LC-MS/MS runs). Furthermore GO analysis
showed that essentially all categories are covered equally well
by both approaches.
The Mouse ES Cell Proteome at a Depth of More than 5000
Proteins—We combined the two large scale experiments described above to arrive at a high confidence proteome of
mouse ES cells. All raw MS files were imported into the

MaxQuant software together and analyzed as a whole using
uniform statistical criteria, in particular the requirement for two
fully tryptic peptides in the correct SILAC states with very low
mass deviation and a 99% certainty of identification at the
protein level as assessed by reverse database searching. In
this way, we arrived at 781,021 tandem mass spectra, resulting in 49,445 unique peptide sequences with an average
absolute mass error of 400 ppb (S.D. 400 ppb; supplemental
Table 9). This yielded a mouse ES cell proteome of 5,111
proteins (supplemental Table 10; comprising all identified proteins but excluding common contaminants such as human
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FIG. 3. Quantitation of the ES cell proteome. The figure shows the
log2-transformed protein ratios. Protein ratios have a median of 0 on
the log scale (dashed line) as expected for a 1:1 mixture and cluster
tightly around the median.

keratins, BSA, and trypsin). These proteins map to 4,972
distinct locations in the mouse genome. Thus ES cells express at least about a quarter of the genes in the genome. Fig.
3 demonstrates quantitation of more than 5,000 proteins in an
equal mixture of the heavy and light mouse ES cell proteome.
As can be seen in the figure, protein ratios are distributed
closely around the expected 1:1 value.
We first checked the quantified proteome for the presence
of known stem cell markers. We found OCT4 (38) with seven
peptides, SOX2 (39) with nine peptides, and NANOG (40, 41)
with two peptides (Fig. 4). These three “master regulators” are
intimately involved in the maintenance of stemness, and loss
of their expression is concomitant with exit from the pluripotent state. The presence of these factors in our proteome
suggests that SILAC-labeled mouse ES cells retain stemness.
We did not detect SALL4 (42) and the very recently discovered DPPA2 and DPPA4 (43), known stem cell markers that
are presumably expressed in the mouse ES cells investigated
here. This is most likely due to their low abundance. Table I
lists these factors as well as others that have been identified
here and designated “stem cell-specific” in the literature.
However, several proteomics studies use this term for proteins that are clearly not exclusive to stem cells, such as
proteasome subunits and alkaline phosphatases (8), and
these are not listed in the table.
To further evaluate the completeness of coverage we determined the number of protein kinases and transcription
factors in our data set. We found 156 protein kinases (GO
Term 0004672 protein kinase activity) and 131 transcription
factors (GO Term 0003700 transcription factor activity). These
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FIG. 4. Fragmentation spectra of master stem cell regulators. A,
one of the tandem mass spectra identifying NANOG. The spectrum is
labeled with b and y ions from the identified sequence shown in the
inset. For explanation of fragmentation scheme see Ref. 59. B, one of
the tandem mass spectra identifying OCT4. C, one of the spectra
identifying SOX2. M(ox) signifies oxidized methionine. TIC, total ion
current; NL, neutral loss.

are 4.1 and 3.5% of all proteins identified. For kinases this is
the same proportion as annotated (4.2%), whereas for transcription factors it is slightly less than the 5% annotated in the
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TABLE I
ES cell-specific markers
Subcell. fract., subcellular fractionation; Norm., normalized; H, heavy; L, light.
Experiment
Stem cell
marker

UniProt ID
(IPI)

Ref.

Subcell. fract., GeLCMS
Peptides: all
(unique)

Norm. ratio
H/L

31 (26)
2 (2)
4 (4)
13 (12)
1 (1)a,b
1 (1)a
4 (4)
4 (3)
2 (2)
6 (6)
6 (6)
1 (1)a
2 (2)
10 (10)
2 (2)

1.03 ⫾ 7.03
0.9 ⫾ 25.7
1.22 ⫾ 6.3
0.83 ⫾ 5.58
0.95 ⫾ 14.1
0.95 ⫾ 3.01
1.11 ⫾ 5.71
1.05 ⫾ 8.37
1.05 ⫾ 6.26
1.01 ⫾ 5.23
0.99 ⫾ 4.59
1.46
1.07 ⫾ 3.57
1.09 ⫾ 6.85
1.05 ⫾ 6.26

OFFGEL, LC/MS
Peptides: all
(unique)

Norm. ratio
H/L

29 (29)
5 (5)
6 (6)
5 (5)
—c
1 (1)a
7 (7)
—
—
5 (5)
4 (4)
1 (1)a
—
2 (2)
—

1.05 ⫾ 5.51
1.07 ⫾ 6.38
1.04 ⫾ 16.26
0.99 ⫾ 4.25
—
NAd
1.12 ⫾ 6.38
—
—
1.01 ⫾ 4.63
0.88 ⫾ 14.43
1.49
—
1.03 ⫾ 2.68
—

%

Catenin ␣-1
ERAS
ESG1
ESRRB
FGF4
NANOG
OCT4
REX1
RIF1
RNF2
SOX2
STELLA
TCL1
UTF1
ZIC3

P26231
Q7TN89
Q9CQS7
Q61539
P11403
Q80Z64
P20263
P22227
Q62521
Q9CQJ4
P48432
Q8QZY3
P56280
O70530
Q62521

60
61
62
63
64
40, 41
38
65
9, 66
9, 66
39
67
63
68
69

Combined analysis
Peptides: all
(unique)

Norm. ratio
H/L

37 (30)
5 (5)
8 (8)
14 (13)
1 (1)
2 (2)
7 (7)
4 (3)
74 (74)
9 (9)
9 (9)
2 (2)
2 (2)
10 (10)
2 (2)

1.04 ⫾ 6.02
1.04 ⫾ 9.35
1.16 ⫾ 11.37
0.85 ⫾ 6.42
1.1
0.97 ⫾ 1.94
1.1 ⫾ 5.22
0.98 ⫾ 10.64
1 ⫾ 5.12
1.01 ⫾ 4.52
0.98 ⫾ 6.08
1.47 ⫾ 1.26
1.13 ⫾ 5.7
1.1 ⫾ 4.31
1.03 ⫾ 7

%

%

a

Supporting material to the single peptide identifications is in supplemental Material 2.
This single peptide identification is not part of the final ES proteome protein count.
c
—, not detected.
d
Not applicable.
b

complete mouse genome. Taken together, these observations suggest that we covered the mouse ES cell proteome in
considerable but not yet complete depth.
We analyzed the obtained ES cell proteome for over- and
underrepresented categories by GO using GOSlim (see “Experimental Procedures”). Overall there were few categories
significantly differently populated in the proteome compared
with the entire mouse genome. Some underrepresented terms
include receptor activity, signal transducer activity, cell communication, signal transduction, and extracellular region (supplemental Table 11). Unfortunately at this point it is difficult to
determine whether this underrepresentation was due to experimental design because our fractionation did not include a
specific plasma membrane preparation or whether ES cells
really express fewer of the proteins that somatic cells need to
communicate with each other. Several categories were significantly overrepresented (supplemental Table 11). These include cell cycle, DNA metabolism, biosynthesis, and other
categories related to cell growth and division. This shows that
ES cells are very actively engaged in proliferation, which
correlates well with their short doubling times.
Microarray studies provide an estimate of the transcript
(mRNA) levels in a particular biological state at any given time
and have so far been the predominant technology to study
various aspects of murine ES cell biology (32, 44 – 46). As
proteomics measures protein expression including translational and post-translational regulations, we explored the
quantitative and qualitative overlap between a recent mRNA
microarray study by Hailesellasse Sene et al. (32) and our
proteome data set. We chose that particular study because

the cell line and experimental conditions used matched
closely with our proteome analysis protocol. The data are of
high quality as assessed from the expression correlation and
box plots of the triplicates for each chip (provided as supplemental Fig. 1). The 7,926 probe sets deemed “present” (see
“Experimental Procedures”) correspond to 5,490 unique Entrez identifiers of which we were able to map 3,322 to our
proteome data set. Fig. 5A depicts the overlap between the
proteome and mRNA data sets and shows that proteomic
coverage compares favorably with gene expression given
criteria of similar stringency. We recently reported a very
similar finding in a study of the HeLa cell proteome (6). mRNA
expression correlates moderately with protein expression
(Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.43; Fig. 5B). This suggests that in general steady state protein expression is not in
direct stoichiometric relationship with the gene expression
and rather results from the complex interplay of regulation on
the transcriptional, translational, and post-translational levels.
Unraveling contributions of the different regulatory processes
is beginning to be feasible by proteomics methods (47) but is
beyond the scope of this study.
The epigenetic state of ES cells is of central interest with
regard to their pluripotent state and loss thereof during differentiation (48). In particular, the N-terminal tails of histones
carry post-translational modifications that are known to correlate with transcriptional activity of the locus that is modified
(49, 50). Very recently, a number of studies have described the
genome-wide detection of active, repressive, and bivalent
histone marks in mouse ES cells. These marks are histone 3
lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3), histone 3 lysine 27 trim-
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FIG. 5. Correlation of mRNA expression with the proteome of
ES cells. A, Venn diagram representing the overlap between Entrez ID
mapped mRNA probe sets deemed present (p ⱖ 0.01, P call ⱖ66%,
see “Experimental Procedures”) from a recent ES cell study (32) and
the Entrez ID mapped combined proteome (false positive rate ⱕ0.01).
B, correlation of z-score-transformed summed protein intensity (extracted ion current) with z-score-transformed mRNA expression.

ethylation (H3K27me3), and H3K4me3 together with
H3K27me3, respectively. The presence of these marks on
stem cell promoters should correlate with our observed proteome. Genes whose protein product is detected should have
active histone marks, whereas proteins that are not expressed
should carry repressor marks. We compared our data set
against the data set of Mikkelsen et al. (4), who used chromatin immunoprecipitation together with large scale sequencing of the occupied DNA region (ChIPseq). For the vast majority of proteins detected in our study (93%), the activating
H3K4me3 mark was indeed present on the corresponding
gene (Fig. 6). Another 2% (108 proteins) had the bivalent mark
thought to be present on genes needed for differentiation and
poised for transcription (48). Interestingly GO enrichment
analysis using GOSlim on these 108 proteins revealed significant overrepresentation of categories potentially involved in
these processes, namely morphogenesis and cell development (p ⬍ 0.001). Strikingly only one of the proteins detected
in our ES cell proteome had a repressive mark. If the ChIPseq
or the proteomics data had been random 60 proteins contain-
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FIG. 6. Correlation of chromatin state with the proteome of ES
cells. A, distribution of activating (K4), repressing (K27), and bivalent
markers (K4/K27) in the ES proteome data set (comparison with
Mikkelsen et al. (4)). The vast majority of detected ES cell proteins
have an activating histone mark in the promoter region of the corresponding gene, and only one has only the repressive K27 mark. B,
proportion of detected proteins for genes with activating (K4), repressive (K27), and bivalent (K4/K27) chromatin marks. The column labeled “none” refers to genes in which none of the two marks was
found. The number of genes in each category is indicated on top of
the bar.

ing a repressive mark should have been detected. Furthermore the one detected protein whose promoter had a repressive mark encodes for Calponin-1, a protein reported to be
highly expressed in mesenchymal stem cells upon mechanical strain (51). Finally we identified 207 proteins for which no
data had been obtained in the genome-wide chromatin
ChIPseq experiment. Conversely the ChIPseq study found
5,616 genes with activating marks for which we did not identify the corresponding protein product. Many of the genes in
this set may not actually be expressed as proteins, and the
data set may contain false positives for the ChIPseq study
and false negatives for our proteome study (for example,
proteins with extremely low expression level).
DISCUSSION

In this study, we evaluated several ways to SILAC label
mouse ES cells. We found that growing the cells for two
passages on feeder cells followed by three passages in
BMP4-supplemented, feeder-free conditions led to essentially complete incorporation (median value of 97%). We then
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used this SILAC condition to analyze the mouse ES cell proteome in depth with two different approaches. Although we
did not use SILAC to quantify two different states against
each other, the one-to-one mixtures analyzed here greatly
aided in establishing a high quality proteome. SILAC distinguished peptides from non-peptide peaks and noise and
yielded the number of arginines and lysines for each peptide,
which substantially decreased the search space in database
matching and thereby increases the number of statistically
significant peptide identifications (20). Furthermore we demonstrated here that more than 5,000 proteins can not only be
identified but also quantified in a single cell type, making this
the largest study of its kind to date.
We used two methods for large scale proteome analysis.
First we combined a standard cell fractionation protocol with
1D gel electrophoresis and analysis of 45 gel slices by LCMS/MS. Qualitative analysis showed that most proteins were
identified in all three subcellular compartments, and only a
small proportion were identified in a single fraction. We then
performed a quantitative analysis by summing the peptide
signals for each protein in the three cell fractions. In this way,
we obtained an intensity profile of each protein in each of the
fractions. The quantitative analysis clearly showed that proteins are distributed as expected from their intracellular location. However, the benefit of subcellular fractionation for additional protein identification is not as great as might be
expected because the high sensitivity of modern MS methods
means that a low percentage of proteins from a different
compartment will still be identified. Additionally our analysis
showed that purely qualitative interpretation of the results of
subcellular fractionation is likely to be misleading. However,
the subcellular fractionation did increase dynamic range in
each fraction as well as peptide sequence coverage. The main
use of subcellular fractionation in proteomics will be in learning about protein localization, which can be achieved by
methods such as protein correlation profiling (52, 53). Here we
have, for the first time, comprehensively determined the percentage distribution of more than 4,000 proteins between
three cellular fractions.
In a second approach to the characterization of the mouse
ES cell proteome, we digested the proteome in-solution, separated the resulting tryptic peptides by isoelectric focusing in
the OFFGEL apparatus followed by 24 LC-MS/MS runs. This
analysis yielded almost as many proteins as the cell fractionation and GeLCMS approach at a considerable time saving in
sample preparation and analysis time. This is mainly due to
less redundancy in the OFFGEL fractions compared with the
subcellular fractionation-GeLCMS experiment as also evident
from the substantially lower number of required MS/MS
events. Although more detailed evaluation still needs to be
performed, we conclude that the OFFGEL approach is very
promising for complex proteome characterization.
The mouse ES cell proteome reported here is as least as
complex as any other cell type that we have investigated in

this laboratory. Although it was already known that the transcriptome of ES cells is very complex, it was possible that ES
cells store many messages that would only be translated
upon differentiation. Because we measured a very diverse ES
cell proteome, our results now make this hypothesis unlikely.
Our ES cell proteome contains most of the well known stem
cell markers, arguing that the SILAC technology is well suited
to the quantitative analysis of markers during differentiation.
The number of regulatory proteins quantified is similar to the
number expected from the theoretical proteome as a whole.
Together these observations argue that we covered the stem
cell proteome in considerable depth and without obvious bias.
Nevertheless several stem cell markers were still missing, and
protein identification on our data set using less stringent
criteria showed evidence for the presence of at least another
1,000 proteins. Thus further technology development is still
needed for more comprehensive coverage of the ES cell
proteome. This will especially be true for the quantitation of
ES cell-specific protein isoforms, some of which, such as
ERAS, we already detected here, and for the quantitation of
regulatory modifications in the ES cell proteome. Compared
with other “omics” approaches, such as microarray analysis
of ES cells (54), however, we believe that quantitative proteomics is already similarly comprehensive and potentially
much more quantitative. This is also the conclusion we previously reached when comparing the HeLa cell proteome and
the transcriptome detected in microarray experiments (6).
The SILAC-labeled cells described here can be used in two
ways in proteomics studies. In the first approach, one ES cell
population can be differentially modified with respect to the
other, and differences in the proteome can be directly quantified. For example, obligate stem cell factors can be knocked
down by small interfering RNA, and the differentiation response can be followed. In a second approach one would
produce a large quantity of fully labeled ES cells and then use
them as internal standards for proteomics studies of ES cells.
In this format, an equal amount of SILAC-labeled ES cells
would be added to experiment and control or to the samples
in a time course experiment. This would have the advantage
that standard protocols could be used and no special care
would have to be taken for SILAC conditions.
The question of what constitutes an ES cell has recently
become even more interesting in light of reports on the “reprogramming” of terminally differentiated fibroblasts into pluripotent ES-like cells (55–57). We hope that quantitative proteomics can shed light on such events in the future just as has
already been demonstrated for the differentiation of adult
stem cells (58).
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